INSTRUCTIONS

BUCATINI CARBONARA

Prepare the broth by bringing a stock pot 3/4 full of water to boil, add parmesan and salt and allow to simmer
for 30 minutes.
Add prosciutto ends to water and continue to simmer for
another 30 minutes.

2 SERVINGS
1.5 HOURS

While making the broth, and using another large pot,
bring water to boil. This will prepare the bowl you will
mix everything in just before serving. Once the water is
boiling, remove from heat and pour water in a large mixing bowl, preferably stainless steel, and set aside

INGREDIENTS

BROTH
4 parmesan rinds (about 2″ x 3.5″ in size)
4 prosciutto ends, sliced (about the same in size)
1 sprig of rosemary
1 tbsp of salt
CARBONARA SAUCE
2 large eggs, room temperature
2 egg yolks, room temperature
2/3 cup of parmesan, grated
course ground pepper
3 oz of pancetta, diced into 1/4″ cubes
a couple of pinches of fresh thyme for to sprinkle on
top

In a mixing bowl, whisk the eggs, yolks, parmesan, and
cracked pepper until thoroughly combined. It will be
thick, don’t worry.
As you reach the hour mark for the broth, add the
pancetta to a cool pan and turn on the heat to low,. You
want it just hot enough to simply render. Remove from
heat just before it becomes crispy and set aside.
Remove the prosciutto ends, parmesan rinds, and the
rosemary sprig from the simmering broth. You are now
ready to add the pasta.
Cook the pasta until it’s almost al dente (about 5 minutes with dry bucatini), strain and set aside long enough
to bring the pancetta back to a low heat. Drain the large
mixing bowl with the hot water and and dry at this point
as well.
Once the pancetta starts to sizzle, add the strained pasta and mix together for a few seconds before adding to
the heated, dry mixing bowl. Pour the cheese mixture
over the pasta and blend with a wooden spoon. Serve
immediately while adding a little fresh thyme over the
top of each portion.
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